Termination of peripheral filaments of the axoneme of gill cilia of fresh-water mussels (Elliptio or Anodonta) occurs in characteristic fashion: (a) subfiber b of certain doublets ends leaving a single simplified tubular unit; (b) the wall of the unit becomes thick and may even obliterate the interior; and (c) the filament drops out of the 9 -[-2 pattern. The order in which doublets begin simplifying is also characteristic. This may be determined by numbering the filaments, those with the bridge being 5-6, with the direction of numbering determined by the apparent enantiomorphic configuration (I to IV) of the cross-section.
Shorter filaments can be identified in simplifying tips with mixed double and single peripheral units. In this material, laterofrontal cirri show a morphological specialization in the region where individual cilia simplify. The cilia studied run frontally from the body of the cirrus and point in the direction of effective stroke. The longest filaments (Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) appear as the doublets at the bottom of the cross-section, nearest the surface of the cell of origin. Above them, and above the central pair, a dark band (a section of a dense rod) runs through the matrix. The remaining filaments are the single units. Effectivepointing frontal and lateral ciliary tips end in a fashion similar to laterofrontal tips, although no dense band is present. For all effective-pointing tips studied, the order in which the peripheral filaments end appears to be Nos. (9, 1), 8, 2, 7, 6, 3, 4, 5 . However, recoverypointing lateral tips show a different order: Nos. 7, 6, 8, 5, 9, 4, 1 (3, 2) , although the longer filaments are still at the bottom of the cross-section. In simple models of ciliary movement involving contraction of the peripheral filaments, filaments at the top of the cross-section should be longer, if any are. Such models arc not supported by the evidence here. These results can be interpreted as supporting sliding-filament models of movement where no length change of peripheral filaments occurs.
The tips of several different kinds of cilia and flagella have been examined with the electron microscope (Gibbons and Grimstone, 1960; Satir, 1961 a; Roth and Shigenaka, 1964) , and the general mode of termination of individual peripheral ciliary filaments in the tip is understood in some detail. A typical reconstruction is illustrated in Fig.  1 . Apparently a terminating filament first loses its characteristic arms. Then the doublet wall of the filament disappears and the filament becomes a single unit with an osmiophilic wall surrounding an electron-transparent core. Finally, the interior of the unit may become dense just before the filament drops out of the tip pattern. Alterations in spacing and in the diameter of the ciliary crosssection accompany these changes. Tips with as few as one dense unit have been seen (Gibbons and Grimstone, 1960) . In some species, the central fila- * Throughout the micrographs the bridge is indicated for characteristic cilia by a.
ments appear to terminate before the peripheral filaments (Manton, 1952) , but in others the converse occurs (Roth and Shigenaka, 1964) . The order in which the peripheral filaments drop out of the 9 + 2 pattern in tips has not previously been subjected to detailed study. For example, it is not known which peripheral filaments end first nor whether the order in which the filaments end is random or consistent from cilium to cilium. In the present study, scrutiny of the distal portion of the ciliary shaft in gill cilia of fresh-water mussels is undertaken to demonstrate that the mode of termination of the peripheral filaments within the 9 q-2 pattern is consistent for any particular cilia type studied, as long as stroke position is constant. The possibility that the mode varies with differing stroke positions is considered, and models are presented to show how the data may be used to suggest the role of the ciliary filaments in motility.
METHODS

A. Experimental Plan
The preliminary preparations for electron microscopy and analysis here are identical with those described previously by Satir (1963) . The material is the gill cilia of fresh-water mussels, usually Elliptio complanatus, but occasionally related genera (e.g. Anodonta). The gills were activated in 0.04 • KC1 until metachronism developed and then fixed, or they were kept in water prior to fixation as controls. Normally in the activated preparation we succeeded in fixing the metachronal wave, but occasional filaments where all the cilia were fixed in recovery stroke positions occurred. All material was embedded in Epon (Luft, 1961) and sectioned on a Huxley ultramicrotome. Thick sections for phase-contrast microscopy were alternated with thin sections for electron microscopy. Electron micrographs except as indicated were taken using a Siemens Elmiskop I. As far as possible, the thick sections were used to confirm stroke position and to check for metachronism. Three types of cilia were examined: laterofrontals (LF), frontals (F), and laterals (L). 1 The morphological characteristics and mode of beat of these cilia have been summarized in several publications (Fawcett and Porter, 1954; Gibbons, 1961 a; Satir, 1961 Satir, b, 1963 . Ciliary tips were identified by means of structural simplification from the 9 + 2 pattern of the proximal shaft (Fig. 1) .
B. Identification of Ciliary Beat Position from Cross-Sections
The ciliary tips examined fall into two categories: those pointing in the direction of the recovery stroke (hereafter referred to as recovery-pointing), and Gray (1928) 144-145; Gibbons (1961 a) .
In Elliptio activated preparations and in isolated cells, LF cirri may beat in reversed fashion (Satir, 1961 b) .
those pointing in the direction of the effective stroke of the cilium (hereafter referred to as effectivepointing). For the three types of cilia studied, the effective and recovery directions with respect to the gill filaments are listed in Table I . Tips pointing in the direction of the effective stroke will be shown for all three types of cilia mentioned above. In general these tips belong to cilia stopped in recovery stroke and represent regions that the wave of recovery has not reached. Tips pointing in the direction of the recovery stroke are illustrated for the lateral cilia only. These belong to cilia stopped just prior to effective stroke and represent regions that are fully recovered. Two criteria for identification of tip direction have been adopted. They are (a) enantiomorphic configuration and (b) bridge position.
In control preparations of Elliptio lateral cilia (tips recovery-pointing) where the observer is looking from base to tip outward along the ciliary shaft, the bridge is at the top of the cross-section with respect to the cell, and the arms (hooks) on the filaments run in a i The following abbreviations appear at intervals in the manuscript: laterofroutal, LF; lateral, L; frontal, F.
clockwise direction (Satir, 1961 b) . The lateral cilia are thus present as the clockwise enantiomorph, in the terminology previously used by Afzelius (1959) or Gibbons (1961 b) . This enantiomorphic asymmetry is invariable but may appear to be reversed in sections in cases where the lateral cilia tips are effectivepointing. In this case, to an observer looking in the same manner as previously (i.e. base to tip), the ciliary cross-section will show the bridge at the bottom of the cross-section and the arms running counter-clockwise.
If the observer moves to the opposite side of the gill filament, the bridge remains constant in each case, but the arms reverse. It is therefore possible to see four enantiomorphic configurations in various sections. These have been illustrated by Satir (1961 b) 3 On the other hand, for a given cilia type on a single thin section only two of the four configurations will normally be present, and in these two the arms will run in different directions. If the positioning of the tissue is known during sectioning and viewing, it is possible to predict which configurations will be present on the micrographs and whether clockwise arm direction represents effectiveor recovery-pointing cilia shafts or tips. If the cilium is comparable to our example, no matter what the arm direction, the configuration with the bridge at the top will be effective-pointing, and the configuration with the bridge at the bottom will be recoverypointing. In practice, however, bridge position varies with axis angle (see Satir, 1963) and may not be clearly at the top or bottom of the cross-section with respect to the underlying cell, so that in general both bridge position and predicted enantiomorphic configuration must be used to cross-check one another.
Finally, occasional direct checks on direction are possible by observation of the underlying cells or by transverse cuts through the gill filament. For example, for the lateral cilia fixed in the metachronal wave positions, tips over the laterofrontal cells would be expected to be recovery-pointing, and tips over the cells abfrontal to the lateral cells would be expected to be effective-pointing. The expectations are readily verified.
C. Numbering of the Filaments
In the body of this paper, for convenience, the ciliary filaments are numbered after Bradfield's system (1955) as modified by Afzelius (1959) . The filaments with the distinctive bridge are always referred to as 5-6. This is in accord with an assump-2 The four enantiomorphic configurations are indicated in' the text and figure legends as follows: I, bridge at top, arms clockwise; II, bridge at top, arms counte~clockwise; III, bridge at bottom, arms counter-clockwise; IV, bridge at bottom, arms clockwise. See Figs. 8, 10, and 11 for examples. FiGUUE ~ LF cirrus. Frontal (effective) pointing tips are seen at upper right. )< 18,000.
tion that the bridge remains fixed in position as the cilium moves, and numbering proceeds in the direction of the arms (clockwise when arms are clockwise). The possibility exists however that the shift in axis angle in activated cilia involves migration of the bridge from filament to filament (Satir, 1961 b) . This is considered further in the discussion.
RESULTS
Laterofrontal Cirri
Figs. 2 to 6 illustrate our findings for the tips of the cilia comprising laterofrontal cirri. Fig. 2 shows a low power view of a typical LF cirrus. For most of the length of the cirrus the cilia comprising it are fused at their membranes, but fusion apparently ceases as the tip begins. The tip regions run off the body of the cirrus at varying heights above the cell surface. The lengths of the fused ciliary shafts are quite different at the two ends of the cirrus, and the orderly variation in height gives the cirrus its salMike shape. The tip region is about 3 # long in the upper cilia in Fig. 2 . Laterofrontal cilia tips pointing in the recovery direction have not been found, and it may be that as the cirrus swings the tips do not change direction, although the shaft must change shape. Here the shaft of each of the longer cilia is concave at its frontal surface.
A morphological differentiation of the matrix of the inner zone between the central and peripheral filaments of the 9 + 2 pattern has been discovered in these preparations at the point where the cilia bend from the cirrus. It is shown clearly when the cilia of Fig. 2 are seen at high magnification, as in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , as each cilium leaves the body of the cirrus an electron-opaque band about 0.5 # long appears in its matrix just above the central pair of filaments. The filaments above the band appear to be those that are losing structural complexity and ending, while the filaments at the bottom of each shaft continue onward. The longer peripheral filaments of the 9 q-2 pattern here are then those closest to the cell surface, that is, at the frontal surface of each cilium.
Figs. 4 to 6 show characteristic cross-sections through cirri similar in position to the cirrus of Figs. 2 and 3. Two rows of cilia are seen in Figs. 4 and 5; there are two associated cirri per LF cell in Elliptio and Anodonta (Satir, 1961 b; Gibbons, 1961 a) . Fig. 6 shows a small section of perhaps several cirri that have come together in this preparation. The matrix band appears in cross-sections of tips in all three figures. It is usually crescentshaped, which implies that in three dimensions it takes the form of a dense, slightly curved rod. Cross-sections of the ciliary shaft proximal to the tip region do not show the rod (Fig. 4) . The bridge often persists even as several filaments begin to terminate. The filaments that terminate are generally opposite the bridge, above the central pair, and adjacent to the matrix band. With the use of the numbering system given in Methods, section C, the shortest filaments in individual cross-sections in Figs. 4 to 6 are listed in Table II , clockwise from filaments 5-6 without implying an ordering with regard to filament length within the listing. In no case are filaments 4 and 5 listed, while listing of filament 6 is rare. It seems reasonable to conclude that filaments 4 to 6 are the longest in these cilia, while filaments 9 and 1 are among the shortest.
Frontal Cilia
To date, the study of frontal cilia has been cursory since sections studied have been taken only in the direction perpendicular to the plane of ciliary movement. Only effective-pointing tips are found. Careful searching of these sections fails to reveal any recovery-pointing tips, although the possibility of finding them with another tissue orientation is not precluded. On the other hand, portions of the shaft below the tip that are recovery-pointing are easily found. Most likely this picture is obtained from curved cilia in the recovery stroke. I~hGURES 4 to 6 Cross-sections of effective-pointing LF tips. Matrix differentiation always appears above central pair of filaments. Numbered tips indexed in Table II . A typical view of frontal cilia and their underlying cells is seen in Fig. 7 , and a higher magnification of the cilia appears in Fig. 8 . Configurations II and I V are seen in cilia in these micrographs. The differing arm directions are especially clear in Fig. 8 , which also shows enlargements of two tips. The tips appear to correspond to cilia with arms running clockwise, which in this case is configuration IV, bridge at the bottom. The shorter filaments are 8, 9, and 1 in one of the tips; 6 to 9, 1, and 2 in the other. These are relatively distal to the cell surface compared with the long filaments (Fig. 7) . Numerous additional images have been used to verify these results.
Lateral Cilia
GENERAL REMARKS
The lateral cilia have been studied in both convrol and activated preparations. As previous studies have indicated (Satir, 1963) , the orientation of the ciliary shaft may be determined with some precision in these preparations. Since the body of our argument rests on these micrographs, documentation will be somewhat more extensive than for the other types of cilia. All activated preparations, and especially those that are in the metachronal wave, show cilia that are in a variety of stroke positions, and both effective-and recoverypointing tips can be found. Two enantiomorphic configurations are easily found on single sections. An example is shown in Figs. 9 to 11.
A complete discussion of the geometry of the control has been given by Satir (1961 b) and is summarized in a later report (Satir, 1963) . All ciliary tips are recovery-pointing in these preparations (see Fig. 12 and Methods, section B). Only one enantiomorphic configuration is seen on any one section.
RECIPROCITY IN CONTROL TIPs
The control provides ideal conditions for demonstrating the method by which the possi-bility that oblique sectioning could account for the disparate length in any given ciliary tip crosssection can be eliminated. In any interspace containing LF or L cilia, the cilia come from the two different gill filaments, one at either side of the interspace (Fig. 12) . One gill filament sends its cilia down into the interspace, the other sends them up. With respect to the lower gill filament, cilia from the upper gill filament are upside down. Since the interspace is small and the cilia are closely packed (Fig. 12) , the cilia from the two sides are adjacent to one another. A plane of oblique sectioning that might result in tips where ciliary filaments are of unequal length is indicated on Fig. 12 . However, any artifact due to sectioning should make different filaments long in cilia from the upper vs. lower cell. For example, filament 1 would be artificially shorter than filament 5 in the upper starred (asterisk) cilium of Fig. 12 , but filament 5 would be shorter in the lower, since the sectioning angle would be approximately the same. If filament 5 is shorter in both cases, then we can conclude that filament 5 is really ending prior to filament 1 in the cilia being studied. Fig. 13 illustrates the latter situation. Fig. 13 shows a particularly fortunate view since the cross-sections of the cilia from one side (left) are imaged sharply in contrast to cilia from the opposite side (right). The bridge is at the top of the cross-section in the cilia to the left (A), that come from a cell at the bottom of the figure (not visible), and at the bottom of the cross-section in the cilia to the right (B), that come from a cell at the top of the figure. Cross-sections from tip regions labeled respectively A and B are shown for cilia from both sides. The short filaments of the A cilia are: (1) 6, 7, (8?); (2) 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; and (3) 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 . For the B cilia they are (4) 5, 6, 7, 8; (5) 6, 7; and (6) 5, 6, 7, 8 . Many simple tips are also seen, in Fig. 13 , with 3 or more filaments. Note especially the tip (at the arrow) that shows a 6 or 7 + 2 pattern. Here two or three peripherals (probably filaments 5 and 6) end before the central pair terminates. As already noted, the reciprocity between A and B cilia meets our expectation. It has been checked in all critical cases. Failure of this reciprocity test has been relatively rare, which suggests that the region in which some but not all filaments are simplifying is comparatively long (perhaps ca. 1 ~).
Additional examples of control tips appear in Figs. 14 to 19 from several preparations. Table III lists the shorter filaments in these cases where they are identifiable from cross-sections showing mixed doublet vs. unitary peripheral filaments. Shorter tips with only unitary filaments are again illustrated. A 7 + 2 tip is shown in Fig. 18 . The central pair clearly persists, and the missing filaments here are apparently 5 and 6. An additional example of FIGURE 9 L cilia, activated preparation showing relation of simplifying tip (arrow) to cell surface. Numbered tip (arrow) indexed in Table IV . Areas corresponding to Figs. 10 and 11 are indicated. M 18,000.
FmVRE 10 Cilia of ~'ig. 9 showing enantiomorphie configuration III. X 58,000. l~GtmE 11 Cilia of Fig. 9 showing enantioxnorphie configuration I. X 58,000. reciprocity is shown in Fig. 19 . From these images we can suggest that among the shortest cilia of the control are filaments 5, 6, 7, and 8. Fig. 20 ) lies at the top rather than at the bottom of the figure. This is done to offer a direct visual comparison between these tips and the controls, since the result of the inversions is to place the active cilia in the same apparent configuration as the controls of Figs. 13 to 18. The short filaments are numbered clockwise from the bridge in Figs. 20 and 21; counter-clockwise from the bridge in the remaining figures. Table IV summarizes the results. In contrast with the controls, the shortest filaments are 8, 9, 1, and 2.
Figs. 23 to 27 show serial sections of small portions of one metachronal wavelength. Fig. 22 is a low power picture of Fig. 23 . For some distance along such a preparation, tips appear in similar positions from wavelength to wavelength as cilia in the same stroke stage recur. Figs. 23 and 25 are typical views of the tip region and they show the tilt in axis mentioned by Satir (1963) . This tilt is stable for a single ciliary shaft in close serial sections.
In such pictures, cross-sections of corresponding cilia can be identified and superimposed. The examples illustrated give a confirmation of the manner of simplification and termination of the ciliary filaments. In Figs. 23 and 24, small tips with 2 (ellipsoid array), 3 (triangular), 4 (square) filaments are apparent and these do not change in the two sections (ca. 0.2/~ apart). Cilium 8 of Figs. 23 and 24 does change, however, in' that filament 6 is a doublet in Fig. 23 , a single unit in Fig. 24 . A comparison between the two figures reveals that subfiber a, the subfiber bearing arms, persists while subfiber b terminates. Filaments 3, 4, and 5 remain doublets in both figures but presumably :FIGURE 1~ Control sectioned in plane of beat of L cilia showing recovery-pointing cilia shafts and tips. Line b marks basal foot (spur) on basal body that points in the direction of the effective stroke. Heavy line marks possible plane of section of Figs. 18 to 19. Starred cilia (asterisks) come from different gill filaments, and are used in reciprocity test (see text). )< 10,500. simplify nearer the tip. One cilium is sectioned at its exact tip (arrow) in Fig. 23 and is missing in Fig. 24 . It contains no more than one ciliary filament. Similar situations are found in Fig. 25 vs.
Figs. 26 and 27. In particular, cilium 9 in Fig. 25 simplifies from a state where 5 filaments (Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) are doublets to a state where at first two filaments (Nos. 4 and 5) and then only one filament (No. 5) remains double (Figs. 26 and 27 , respectively). And in cilium 10 of Fig. 25 three doublets (Nos. 3, 4, 5) simplify to two (Nos. 4 and 5) in Fig. 26 . In addition, the 9 + 2 pattern of this cilium in Fig. 25 becomes 8 + 2 in Fig. 27 , as filament 1 ends entirely. An 8 + 2 pattern is already present in a third distinctive case in this series (Fig. 25, t) , and in successive pictures this becomes a 7 + 2 pattern (Fig. 26) and finally a small tip with 5 or so filaments in Fig. 27 . Additional examples of 8 + 2 patterns in simplified effective-pointlng tips appear in Figs. 20, 35 , and 36. The 7 + 2 patterns are also seen (Figs. 26 and 33), but occur somewhat less often that 8 + 2. Finally, there are several cases in Fig. 25 where small tips (s) with 4 filaments simplify to 3 filaments in the later sections. We conclude that the general picture of the morphology of filament termination in ciliary tips as diagrammed in Fig. 1 is correct. In this instance, the central pair persists at least through the initial stages of termination and possibly longer. Also, doublets can occasionally be seen even after some filaments have dropped entirely from the 9 + 2 pattern. The longest doublet filament appears to be 5 while the shortest is I. Sometimes all doublets simplify before any filament is missing (Fig. 21, arrow) .
As supporting evidence, Fig. 28 shows a characteristic oblique section of a lateral cells from an active preparation cut in the direction of ciliary beat. The cilia are cane-shaped and clearly in recovery stroke position. Several spurs (basal feet) are seen; these indicate the direction of the effective stroke (Gibbons, 1961 a) . The tips of the cilia are effective-pointing. A region of Fig. 28 appears at higher magnification in Fig. 29 . Filament 5 is nearer the cell surface and longer than filament 1 
POINTING TIPS
Where the metachronal wave is fixed it should be possible to find some cilia in positions comparable with those of the control. Scveral activated preparations have indeed shown cilia of this sort. The cilia arc found particularly ovcr the intermediate cell near its junction with thc LF cell, or over the abfrontal portion of the LF cell. Their tips arc recovcry-pointing. Examples are shown in Figs. 30 to 32 and in Fig. 34 . The shorter filaments in thcsc cases are listcd in Table V Table III . RCA-EMU micrograph. Configuration I. X 61,000. Tables lII and V  Table IV Effeetive-pointlng eilia~ (Tables IV and V) .
SUMMARY
A summary of the results with lateral cilia is given in Table VI . We have assumed throughout that the bridge is stable between filaments 5 and 6 in both effective-and recovery-pointing lateral ciliary tips. From Tables III and V an order of filaments (long to short) in simplifying tips has been constructed for the recovery-pointing ciliary tips. Filaments appearing more frequently in these tables are taken to be shorter than filaments appearing less frequently. The slight differences between the frequencies in Table III vs. Table V are considered to be the result of sampling error. The place of the filaments within the order is perbaps still subject to small changes. Similarly, an order has been constructed for effective-pointing ciliary tips from Table IV. The two orders are easily compared. It is at once apparent that filaments 3 and 4 are among the longer filaments in both orders, while 8 is among the shorter. On the other hand, filaments 5, 6, 7; 1, 2 and possibly 9 vary, being longer when they are at the bottom of the cross-section nearer the cell, than when they are at the top. This may be true for other types of gill cilia as well, since the LF's distribution of short filaments approximates that of the effectivepointing lateral tips.
DISCUSSION
Three general proposals have been introduced to account for the role of the peripheral filaments in ciliary movement (cf. Gibbons and Grimstone, 1960) . The first assumes that the filaments are contractile, that is, they shorten alternatively to cause bending first on one side and then on the other. (Alternate elongation would produce the same result and is considered a variant of the conFmURES 14 to 19 L cilia, recovery-pointing controls. Numbered tips indexed in Table  III. Figs. 14 to 18, configuration I. Fig. 19 , configuration II. The arrow on Fig. 18 indicates 7 + ¢ tip. Fig. 14, X 53,000; Fig. 15 , X 65,000; Fig. 16 , X 63,000; Fig. 17 , X 74,000; Fig. 18 , X 80,000; Fig. 19 , X 68,000. tractile hypothesis.) The second proposal is a model requiring "sliding filaments" that bears some similarity to the Hanson-Huxley model of muscle contraction (Hanson and Huxley, 1955) . It assumes that the ciliary filaments do not themselves change length as the cilium beats, but that they may move past one another to allow the cilium to curve. These proposals are contrasted in Figs. 37 and 38 . The third proposal is that the filaments "wrinkle." Since this study has produced no evidence for this proposal, it will not be considered further.
An upper limit to the filament length change under either a contractile or sliding hypothesis may be calculated. For simplicity, we assume that the entire cilium is bent into an arc of a circle. The indicated length difference long vs. short filaments, under either hypothesis, amounts to 2 ~r (d)/n, where d = 0.2/z, the diameter of the axoneme, and 1/n = the fraction of the circle traversed by the are. For an arc less than a semicircle (n > 2) the difference is somewhat less than 1 #. For the lateral cilia (~-, 14 ~ long), this amounts to about 5 to 10 per cent of the cilium length and is in accord with the calculations of other workers (Gray, 1955; Afzelius, 1959; Sleigh, 1962) . Observed length differences between the shortest and longest filaments in our preparations are also about 0.5 to 1 # (Figs. 25 to 27 ).
For present purposes, in Figs. 37 and 38, all peripheral filaments are assumed to be morphogenetically the same length so that in a neutral position (cilium not bent) all would end at once the same distance from the cell surface. This assumption would account for 9 + 2 tip patterns where all peripheral filaments are unitary under either hypothesis, but direct support of the assumption is difficult to obtain because errors of measurement thus far are larger than the critical length change calculated above. If the filaments were contractile (Fig. 37) , during the process of shortening, the longer filaments would appear to be on the outside of the shaft with respect to the cell. On the other hand, if the filaments remained unchanged in length during bending (Fig. 38) , the bottom filaments would be obliged to slide out past the top ones to accommodate the curvature. One crucial distinction would appear to be: Where are the long filaments with respect to the cell of origin?
The results presented above support the idea that the longer filaments in simplifying tips are at the bottom of the cross-section and would be suited by Fig. 38 . When apparently different filaments are at the bottom of the cross-section even in the same cilium type (Table VI) , they are still longer. Effective-pointing cilia tips of several kinds (L, LF, and F) all possess similar long filaments, in contrast with the L recovery-pointing cilia tips of both unactivated controls and activated preparations. In addition, 7 + 2 patterns (filaments 5-6 missing?) are common to recovery-pointing cilia tips, while 8 + 2 patterns (filament 1 missing?) often occur in effective-pointing tips. These patterns are not exclusive, however. There appears to be ample room in the simplifying tip for filaments to move freely with respect to one another, and the long tip extension might allow adjustment of relative length as bending proceeds. The ciliary filaments simplify and end without visible attachment. There is no evidence of filament length change at the basal end of the cilium.
Objections have been raised to the HansonHuxley sliding model of muscle contraction (cf. Morales, 1959) , and it may be that similar objections apply to a sliding model of ciliary movement. In addition, Gibbons and Grimstone (1960) raise a serious objection for flagella where limited regions of relative movement of filaments must occur simultaneously in different directions to account for the presence of more than one wavelength during undulatory motion. For gill cilia exhibiting flexural motion, sliding movements probably also have to occur in different directions at least at different phases of stroke. We have no information on the method by which this may be accomplished. Whether the data presented here will prove generally applicable is unknown. As far as c~m be determined from the published information, adjacent filaments along one side of the cilium normally end first, in agreement with our data. Mixed endings, where the short filaments are not adjacent, are known to the author only in one instance (Fig. 37 of Gibbons and Grimstone, 1960) . This perhaps represents a complexity arising from undulatory motion, although a thorough explanation obviously awaits further study. In this regard, ciliary tips could be passively bent through large angles in a manner unrelated to the bending of the main shaft. This might sometimes produce spurious results.
A sliding filament model would probably involve interaction between the filaments and the matrix of the axoneme. Within the matrix of certain cilia, Gibbons and Grimstone (1960) and FIGURES ~0 and ~1 L cilia, effective-pointing tips over postlateral epithelial cell (c). Numbered tips indexed in Table IV . Configuration IV. In Fig. ~0 , arrow indicates 8 -4-~ tip; in Fig. ~1 , arrow indicates 9 -4-~ tip where all peripheral filaments are unitary. Fig. ~0 , X 5~,000; Fig. ~1, ) < 57,000.
others have shown a second set of"thin filaments." It is tempting to suggest that our results support both the structural and functional views that the mechanism of ciliary movement is akin to muscle contraction. (Protoplasmic movement in general has been ascribed to "microtubules" of ciliary filament dimension, Ledbetter and Porter (1963) ; these microtubules too might function in similar fashion in certain situations.) However, thin filaments have never been apparent in our pictures, and our results support the morphology first described by Afzelius (1959) where the matrix differentiation is generally spoke-like. (Sometimes in our preparations the matrix is diffuse.) It seems probable that interaction does not extend far into the tip, particularly since Gibbons (1963) has demonstrated that, in Tetrahymena cilia, ATPase is associated with the arms (hooks) on the filaments, and the arms are among the first structures to terminate in tips.
An alternadve model may be proposed that requires neither the assumption of equal filament length nor stability of the bridge. Instead, it assumes only that the bridge migrates from filament to filament with changing axis angle. This latter assumption has already been invoked to account for certain systematic shifts in axis angle in fixed metachronal wavelengths (Satir, 1961 b) . The axis angle shifts from 70 ° in the control to over 150 ° in some of the effective-pointing lateral cilia tips. This would shift the bridge two filaments upwards in the comparison. It is quite clear from Table VI that numbers that represent short filaments in effective-pointing vs. recovery-pointing tips are shifted in exactly this manner. This would mean that four filaments, let us say 5, 6, 7, 8, in the effective-pointing tips are morphologically the shorter filaments in all positions, and that our numbering scheme creates apparent differences? Since here too the filaments do not apparently change length in differing positions, this model at first glance would not support a contractile hypothesis. However, our method might not be sensitive enough to the length changes during contraction under these conditions. One argument against the hypothesis that certain filaments are morphologically always short is that both 9 + 2 patterns where all filaments are unitary (Figs. 21 and 30 ) and 8 + 2 patterns where doublets occur (Figs. 27 and 36) are found in similar cilia. We cannot as yet rule out proposals more complicated than those just discussed, including models where perhaps sliding and contraction both occur during beat.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the able technical assistance of Miss Nancy Mielinis and Mr. Robert Michalak and the secretarial help of Mrs. Joyce Pollock. This work was supported by a grant from the United States Public Health Service (GM 09732). Receioed for publication, February 26, 1965 . Table IV . Arrow indicates extreme end of a cilium. Configuration III. )< 46,000. Fig. 37 , accounts for 9 + ~ unitary pattern. To accommodate curvature, filament 5 (near the cell surface) must slide out and appear 0.4 ~r/n # longer than filament 1 in effective-pointing tips (right) although both filaments remain ~ ~r/n # long. The length of filament 5 from basal plate to first hatched line at end of doublets of filament (1 lower right) is exactly as in Fig. 87 . For n > ~ the critical length change involved under either hypothesis is less than 0.6 #. In recovery-pointing tips (not shown), filament 1 would appear longer than filament 3.
